Validate application quality with functional
and regression test automation
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About IBM Rational services

For more information

With an eye on what’s right for your

To learn more about IBM Rational

business, IBM offers a variety of ser-

Functional Tester software, contact

vices to complement IBM Rational tools

your IBM representative or IBM

and best practices. Rational services

Business Partner, or visit:

are available for large and small projects to help you build team skills,

ibm.com/software/awdtools/tester/

reduce the time to productivity when

functional

implementing a new solution, and
maximize the return on your investment in IBM Rational tools.
About IBM Rational quality management software
IBM Rational quality management solutions offer testers leading-edge support
for performance testing, functional
and regression testing, manual testing,
developer testing, and test management. With Rational solutions, QA
teams can manage and address issues
with application functionality, usability,
reliability, scalability and performance.
Supporting a broad range of environments and built on a comprehensive,
self-managing platform, Rational quality
management tools enable the tight collaboration of distributed test assets and
information across the delivery lifecycle.
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The Rational iterative lifecycle approach
to quality is designed to provide testers
with higher-quality code, and to help
them improve their productivity and
meet tight deadlines.
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